
PRO-MAC ELITE CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS 
  
PRO-MAC ELITE rankings are determined by the combined total point accumulation earned by a competitor using a best of 10 
out of the 14 rated tournaments in which he/she competes and places throughout the conference and will be the basis for our 
year-end awards including Conference Grand Champion Jackets.  
 
The PRO-MAC ELITE Divisional Winners and Top 5 are determined by the combined total point accumulation earned by a com-
petitor using a best of 10 out of the 14 rated tournaments throughout the conference in the specific divisions in which he/she 
competes and places.  
 
The PRO-MAC ELITE Overall Conference Champions are determined by the combined total point accumulation earned by a 
competitor using a best of 10 out of the 14 rated tournaments in which he/she competes throughout the conference in the 
rated Grand Champion divisions only. Divisional points are not included in this determination, but may be used as a factor in 
determining the overall winner in the event of a tie.  
  
PRO-MAC REGION CHAMPIONSHIPS 
  
Region rankings will be determined by the cumulative point total earned by a competitor at ALL rated tournaments within that 
region.  All PRO-MAC events have been designated as an event in either the East or West region.  
  
Conference members may track points in one or both regions. Competitors do not have to designate a membership in either 
region in 2019.  
 
The PRO-MAC REGION Divisional Winners and Top 5 are determined by the total point accumulation earned by a competitor at 
ALL rated tournaments within each region in the specific divisions in which he/she competes and places.  
 
The PRO-MAC REGION Overall Champions are determined by the total point accumulation earned by a competitor at ALL rated 
tournaments within each region in the rated Grand Champion divisions only.  Divisional points are not included in this determi-
nation, but may be used as a factor in determining the overall winner in the event of a tie.  
 
NOTE - if you only attend and place at events in one region, you will only earn regional points in that region as well as toward 

the PRO-MAC Elite Rankings.  However, a competitor who attends and places in events in both regions will earn points toward 

rankings in both regions and will also accumulate total points toward the PRO-MAC Elite Rankings.   

 
PRO-MAC ELITE COMPETITORS OF THE YEAR 
  
PRO-MAC ELITE Competitors of the Year will be determined by the cumulative point totals at ALL tournaments across the en-
tire conference earned by a competitor in the following rated tournament divisions—all forms, all weapons, and point         
sparring.*  
 
*NOTES – A competitor must compete in some type of sparring, forms, and weapons to be considered for this award. Grand 
Champion points are not included in the determination of this award. Only rated divisional points. Also excludes tournament 
specific divisions (i.e. open weight sparring, double 
elimination sparring, first timers divisions, etc.)  
 
Adult Black Belt Male Competitor of the Year 
Adult Black Belt Female Competitor of the Year 
Youth Black Belt Male Competitor of the Year 
Youth Black Belt Female Competitor of the Year 
Youth Under Belt Male Competitor of the Year 
Youth Under Belt Female Competitor of the Year 
 
 

TIE BREAKERS 
Tie breakers are for Black Belts only.  
Tie breakers apply to the divisions in the Overall Grand Categories only.  
Ties will not be broken for any Under Belt categories.  
 
DETERMINATION INCLUDES:  
1. Total Number of Head to Head Wins (in that Overall Grand Category) 
2. Total Accumulated Divisional Points (in that Grand Category) 
3. Total Number of 1st place wins (in that Grand Category) 
4. Total number of Top 3 finishes (in that Grand Category) 


